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October 8th, 2015
Hello everyone,
These last few weeks here with PAYSA have been very hectic as we prepare for another new indoor
soccer season. From what I can see this club certainly is organized and the board, staff, and coaches,
are all eager and excited to be starting once again. Every change usually brings something good with it;
hopefully this was the case this time too. Be sure that once I am here, and that will hopefully be very
soon, I will establish everybody’s roles within the club; things will all fall into place.
I was certainly trying and will continue to do whatever I can to build PAYSA to be the biggest and most
popular youth sports organization in Prince Albert and surrounding area.
To do that, we all have to make soccer a more popular game and I will be going out into the community
looking for players willing to join us. I am always open for any suggestion and willing to do whatever is
needed to achieve this final goal.
Within the club, we have to put a final line between house league and the Celtic Program. House
league will focus entirely on being fun to kids, but at the same time we will try to develop some skills.
Some skilled players, with room for improvement and willing to commit, will be invited to join the Celtic
family. During house league, coaches are instructed to provide some simple drills trying to improve the
player’s skills.
On the other hand, players involved in the Celtic program will be coached by qualified staff, provided
with serious skills sessions and I will be arranging as many games and tournaments as possible.
Prince Albert has a large enough base of players along with an amazing facility that with some more
coach development we will be able to compete with any team within the province at the same level.
With house league ready to go, Celtic coaches named, and program organized, I have to leave now for
a couple of weeks, but will be in daily contact with Mitzi and of course informed about everything what
is going on.
If you have any question, concerns, or good suggestions, feel free to contact me 24/7 by email
paysasoccertd@sasktel.net.
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